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Abstract:  Integrated environmental modeling (IEM) can organize and increase our knowledge of the 
complex, dynamic ecosystems that house our natural resources and control the quality of our 
environments.  Human behavior, however, must be taken into account.  Human biases/heuristics 
reflect adaptation over our evolutionary past to frequently experienced situations that affected our 
survival and that provided sharply distinguished feedbacks at the level of the individual.  
Unfortunately, human behavior is not adapted to the more diffusely experienced, less frequently 
encountered, problems and issues that IEM typically seeks to address in the simulation of natural 
resources and environments.  While seeking inspiration from the prophetic traditions of the Oracle of 
Delphi, several human biases are identified that may affect how the science base of IEM is 
assembled, and how IEM results are interpreted and used.  These biases are supported by personal 
observations, and by the findings of behavioral scientists.  A process for critical analysis is proposed 
that solicits explicit accounting and cognizance of potential human biases.  A number of suggestions 
are made to address the human challenges of IEM, in addition to maintaining attitudes of watchful 
humility, open-mindedness, honesty, and transparent accountability.  These include creating a new 
area of study in the behavioral biogeosciences, using structured processes for engaging the modeling 
and stakeholder community in IEM, and using “red teams” to increase resilience of IEM constructs 
and use. 
 
Keywords: Cognitive biases; heuristics; natural resources management; environmental systems; 
Oracle of Delphi.   
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The Oracle of Delphi was a religious institution that lasted for over 12 centuries (from at least 800 
BCE to 400 CE): the Oracle, also known as the Priestess of Delphi or the Pythia (Fig. 1), served an 
important societal function.  Questions were posed to her -- after careful triage and preparation by her 
priests and acolytes -- by select members of the community, those who could afford her services.  
Almost invariably, the answers provided were ambiguous and required translation or explanation by 
priests, after which they often still remained clouded by uncertainty.  Part of the value of the Pythia 
came from the parsimony of her advice: she worked only during the nine warmest days of the year 
and her pronouncements were short.  There was also significant financial cost to seeking advice, 
which added to its perceived value, as did the associated ritual processes.  Importantly, the efforts 
required to frame and ask the right questions helped the consultants to the Pythia come up with some 
of the answers they sought. 
 
How does the Oracle of Delphi relate to Integrated Environmental Modeling (IEM)?  This article 
suggests that the Oracle has lessons that can help us address some of the human challenges of IEM.  
The challenges considered primarily refer to the inherent human biases and heuristics (mental 
shortcuts for reasoning and problem solving) that affect human judgement and decisions, and that 
have the potential to affect IEM assembly, interpretation and use.  A few of these biases are 
discussed in this paper along with possible solutions that may help advance the science and use of 
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IEM. 1Beyond IEM, the recognition of our human biases and heuristics is essential to improving the 
conduct of science, and ultimately, the science-informed management of our resources and 
environments.  The biases and heuristics discussed here are inherent to all human beings, regardless 
of education, social position, or employment; as such they provide examples of what Francis Bacon 
called “the idols of the tribe” (Bacon, 1620).  
 
How do we define IEM for the purposes of this paper? According to Laniak et al. (2013), ‘Integrated 
Environmental Modeling (IEM) is a discipline’ that ‘provides a science-based structure to develop and 
organize multidisciplinary knowledge. It provides a means to apply this knowledge to explain, explore, 
and predict environmental-system response to natural and human-induced stressors.’ This paper 
expands that definition to explicitly include, not only studies of environmental systems, but also 
studies of the natural resources (e.g. hydrological, biological, mineralogical, energetic) and/or of the 
human activities that are linked to the state of natural and built environments.   
 
 
2 LESSONS FROM THE ORACLE 
 
Human judgement and decision-making reflect human 
evolutionary history and cultural development over 
thousands of generations, as well as individual 
experiences and modern social influences.  Our 
conscious rational thinking, when employed (at 
significant energetic cost), can make use of experiences 
individually accumulated over years to decades.  In 
contrast, our intuitive responses, our mental shortcuts 
and cognitive biases, are energetically less costly, and 
consequently, are predominant (Kahneman, 2011).  
They generally reflect human adaptation and rituals 
developed over millennia—at a time when human 
population was much lower (~ 50 to 300 million during 
the Oracle’s time) than at present (~ 7 billion).  Why is 
this relevant?  First, because we have not individually 
experienced or incorporated into rational conscious 
thought, with the frequency of feedbacks required, the 
full array of ecosystem and social dynamics that have 
affected human survival and cultural development over 
our evolutionary past.  Our intuitive judgments and 
actions, i.e. the “fast and frugal heuristics” described by 
Gerd Gigerenzer and his colleagues (Gigerenzer and 
Goldstein, 1996; Marewski et al., 2010), have 
conditioned us well to address the experiences that 
affected our historical survival and social fabric.  Second, 
in part because of population growth, many factors 
affecting present-day natural resources and 
environments differ from those of the past, in intensity if 
not in character, and have not been incorporated into our 
intuitive adaptive responses.  Energy-intensive, 
conscious, logical thinking is required for us to 
successfully meet our future.  IEM can potentially help 
with this task, as it provides a structured framework for 
assembling, transforming and examining information 
related to the management of natural resources and 
environments.  Our instinctive responses and actions 
may also be useful—especially if we can distinguish 
them, understand them, and possibly incorporate them, 

1 Throughout this article, italics are used to indicate emphasis or importance of the word(s) or 
sentence. 

Figure 1. Lessons from the Oracle?  (John 
Collier, Britain, 1850 – 1934, Priestess of 
Delphi, 1891, London; Gift of the Rt. 
Honourable, the Earl of Kintore 1893, Art 
Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide; 
published here by permission). 
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albeit consciously if possible, into our scientific processes and into our management actions.   
 
Why is it important to assess the biases and heuristics that affect our reasoning, and therefore IEM 
assembly, interpretation and use?  First, because IEM is a human enterprise that involves multiple 
people with different backgrounds (e.g. technical experts, resource managers, regulators, members of 
the public) but with commonalities of thinking and reasoning.  Second, because as Stanovich and 
West (2003) state: “people assess probabilities incorrectly, they display confirmation bias, they test 
hypotheses inefficiently, they violate the axioms of utility theory, they do not properly calibrate 
degrees of belief, they overproject their own opinions onto others, they display illogical framing 
effects, they uneconomically honor sunk costs, they allow prior knowledge to become implicated in 
deductive reasoning, and they display numerous other information processing biases”.  Accessible 
publications in this area of behavioural research include Ariely (2010),  Kahneman (2011) and 
Tversky and Kahneman (1974). 
 
2.1 The Socratic Paradox and the Confirmation Bias 
 
According to Plato's apology (399-360 BCE), the Greek philosopher Socrates attributed the basis of 
his philosophy (and his many enemies), to a simple paradoxical truth: his knowledge that he knew 
nothing.  This realization was provoked by a friend who asked the Pythia if anyone was wiser than 
Socrates; upon which she responded that no one was.  The answer caused Socrates to seek people 
whom he thought were wiser than himself.  He only found people who thought that they were wise, 
beyond the range of their actual experiences.  The Pythia’s answer caused Socrates to believe that 
his greater knowledge and wisdom could only come from his realization that he knew nothing. 
     
How does the Socratic Paradox relate to IEM?  Scientists, and indeed most human beings, 
experience success through their abilities to focus and build upon existing knowledge.  They advance 
their knowledge most quickly by seeking confirmation of hypotheses.  In artistic terms, they are 
focused on adding to the positive space of their mental constructs and knowledge base.  They rarely 
seek to invalidate these constructs, or negate/disprove their hypotheses: the most objective way of 
advancing scientific knowledge according to Popper (1959).  Instead, they seek confirmation of their 
beliefs (Bacon, 1620: aphorism XLVI; Nickerson, 1998), a mechanism that potentially allows quick 
decisions while minimizing effort.  “Confirmation bias” is a successful strategy when it is used to 
confront everyday situations that we have previously experienced, or that our ancestors experienced, 
and for which they implanted effective responses in our genetic code and in our social mores.  It is 
generally not a successful strategy for managing new experiences or situations.  To the extent that 
IEM deals with new issues and problems confronting natural resource availability and environmental 
quality, IEM must find methods to actively confront our innate “confirmation bias”.  We must find ways 
to actively and comprehensively test our integrated models, and destroy them or some of their 
components when needed. (The word “destroy” may upset you: evidencing a “constructionist” bias, a 
bias related to the confirmation bias but associated more with physical constructs). 
 
2.2 The “Visible is Credible” Bias   
 
John Collier (fig. 1) portrays the Pythia’s expanded cognition, gained by closing her eyes. Why is 
that? One answer might be that vision is such an active sense that it may overwhelm our other 
cognitive inputs, and possibly also diminish our ability for conscious logical thought.  Our senses 
include four other “classic” receptor senses (hearing, smell, taste, touch or skin sensation), as well as 
many other internal senses (e.g. balance, time, pain).   Vision is a privileged sense that allows near-
immediate human response to impactful events.  It allows quick assessments of situations.  People 
near us are able to immediately share our visual perceptions.  In contrast, other senses (1) involve 
internal perceptions that are not as easily shared, and/or (2) are associated with greater transmittal 
delays between emission and reception of the sensory signal (e.g. hearing), and/or (3) require greater 
time for reception and human processing before action can be taken (e.g. smell).  It is no coincidence 
that vision is a most important sense, especially when it comes to the shaping of human beliefs. “To 
see is to believe” is a common human expression.  Conversely, the invisible requires a greater effort 
of belief, or of education, and consequently often ends up unrepresented in our mental models, in our 
conceptual models, and therefore in our numerical models.  There are many examples of our 
discounting of important, yet relatively invisible, ecosystem processes or resources.  These processes 
or resources may be “invisible” to us because: (1) they usually are invisible or out of sight (e.g. 
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groundwater, microbes), or (2) we perceive them as unchanging and therefore ignore them in our 
mental models (which tend to be transitory).   
 
For example, lack of accounting of groundwater processes, and the regulation and management of 
groundwater and surface water resources as if they were separate resources, is a pervasive problem 
(Winter et al., 1999) that, according to Glennon (2002), has contributed to poor management of 
groundwater resources in several regions of the United States.  Similarly, integrated environmental 
watershed models of water, sediment, and nutrient inputs to the Chesapeake Bay have, generally, 
represented groundwater processes only minimally.  The models have not properly accounted for the 
large reservoir of nitrate in groundwater.  Additionally, the models have generally not accounted for 
the decadal time scales of groundwater processes (Sanford and Pope, 2013), or for the decadal to 
millennial time scales of sediment processes (Pizzuto et al., 2014).  As a result, the IEM watershed 
models for the Chesapeake Bay watershed have, for the most part, ignored the response times 
required for management or policy efforts to limit sediment and nutrient transport to the Bay.  Like the 
Pythia, occasionally closing our eyes to the most obvious “visible” processes may help us open our 
minds and consider the less visible.  
 
2.3 Present, Future, Past: a Human Order of Consideration  
 
Simplification and a “steady-state” present come first.  Most, if not all, of our intuitive responses, 
biases and heuristics help us deal with present or near-term situations.  We are most actively 
concerned and programmed to take action for present or near-term resource or security needs.   
Thinking about the past, or about the future, requires greater energy, and has a greater cloud of 
uncertainty, than dealing with the present.  We have difficulty investing in the future beyond 1 or 2 
generations (20-40 years).  Additionally, we are programmed to seek simplifications in our reasoning, 
so as to (1) save energy, (2) more easily communicate with others through a common base of 
understanding, and (3) avoid a diversity of “information pathologies” (Bawden and Robinson, 2008), 
such as “information overload”, “paralysis by analysis” and the “paradox of choice” (Schwartz, 2004)2.  
We often assume that current resource/environment system conditions are static, and that such stasis 
should be desired or at least not destroyed.  This bias derives from our need for simplicity in 
addressing present-day problems, and perhaps also, somewhat irrationally, from our constructionist 
bias.   
 
We still seek the future.  Consultants to the Pythia were forced to shorten, clarify, and simplify their 
questions.  They were seeking help for concrete issues of individual or community concern (i.e. the 
near-present), but were interested in the Pythia’s prophetic abilities, her abilities to tell them about 
possible future(s).  The general ambiguity of the Pythia’s answers provoked thinking about what she 
may have meant, and exploration of different lines of reasoning, something undoubtedly useful.  
Human intelligence is characterized not so much by our instinctive responses, as by our conscious 
ability to anticipate the future.  Next to the present, the future is what affects our security and our 
access to resources.  
 
The past is key to the future, and yet we seek it last and less often.  Taking proper actions for the 
future requires understanding the lessons of the past (Doe, 1983).  Following the philosophy of Hutton 
(1795) and Hume (1748), how can we manage our resources and environments for the future if we 
don’t know and understand the dynamics of the processes that affected them in past—even while 
considering that the past may not repeat itself?  Getting evidence and understanding about the past is 
more demanding of our resources than addressing a simplified present, or than thinking about our 
possible futures, yet it is essential.  Rituals and cultural traditions, such as those represented by the 
Oracle of Delphi, are some of the ways, mostly unconscious, through which we seek to maintain 
lessons from the past.  Science-based investigations and IEM, however, require more factual, 
observation-based, evidence and conscious understanding of past ecosystem dynamics.  This 
requires great energy and resources and therefore suffers neglect relative to its importance. 
 

2 Schwartz’ “paradox of choice” theory states that having too many choices can lead to decision-
making paralysis, anxiety and stress.  Under some conditions, we might feel freer and happier with 
fewer choices. 
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Why do our behaviors in thinking (or not) about temporal change matter to IEM practice?  Society has 
generally not understood, or applied, the fundamental reality that our environmental systems and 
resources (e.g. watersheds, forests, groundwater systems) have a diversity of lagged or delayed 
responses that ranges from days to months, years, decades, centuries, millennia and more.  The 
widely varying timescales of ecosystem processes do not, generally, harmonize with political cycles, 
or with timescales of societal decision-making and feedback.  Unfortunately, this does not mean that 
we can avoid considering long-term ecosystem dynamics, especially when making major societal 
investments.  Weather predictions are important to us on a daily basis, because they help us dress 
appropriately, or tell us of extreme weather events that may affect our security.  Considering 
hydrologic and climatic variability, or the risk of extreme events, on the time scale of decades to 
centuries or millennia is also important if we want to make smart investments in costly infrastructure 
(e.g. installing or removing dams and reservoirs; installing tsunami protection barriers of appropriate 
height), or if we want to establish relatively rigid legal compacts between communities or countries 
(e.g. the 1922 Colorado River compact).  Improved management of our ecosystems increasingly 
requires dynamic models.  While we naturally prefer stasis, the reality is that disturbances,  
perturbations, and variability are intrinsic to ecosystems (Botkin, 2012).  Although we don’t like to 
consider it, especially when pitted against costly human infrastructure investments, some degree of 
ecosystem disturbance may be beneficial, especially when considered at longer time frames or at 
larger scales.  For example, a moderate level of disturbance may help support biodiversity (e.g. 
through creation/re-establishment of ecological habitats or food-webs or through periodic destruction 
of invasive species or parasites), or may help create and maintain dynamic buffering capacity for 
larger systemic changes (e.g. by allowing floodplains or wetlands to exist, dynamically, and absorb 
floods).  “Non-stationarity” and the realization that ecosystem dynamics can easily exceed previously 
considered “historical ranges of variation”, has important implications for the management of our 
environment and natural resources (Betancourt, 2012; Hirsch, 2011).  And yet, like Collier’s Pythia 
sitting in self-absorbed stillness on her stool (above a major fracture), we seem wired to discount the 
dynamics of nature, and to believe that static human structures can prevail against those dynamics 
without serious impacts on resources and environmental processes. 
 
2.4 Maslow and the “Resource/Waste” Decoupling Bias    
 
Maslow (Koltko-Rivera, 2006; Maslow, 1943) suggested that there are fundamental universal human 
needs that motivate people that, when met, will help them realize their full potential and achieve a 
feeling of well-being (self-actualization). Broadly, these motivating factors include, in general order of 
importance: (1) biological or physiological needs, (2) safety needs, (3) social needs relating to 
belongingness, love and esteem, (4) personal development, cognitive and aesthetic needs, and the 
desire to achieve one’s potential, and lastly, (5) the desire to help others and the greater community.  
Access to natural resources and their derivatives (food, water, air, energy, minerals, technology) is 
part of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.  Resources relate directly to biological/physiological and safety 
needs, and indirectly to social, cognitive and development needs.  Where do the byproducts of human 
extraction and transformation of resources, i.e. environmental impacts, fit in Maslow’s list?  
Environmental impacts fit only indirectly, when they recognizably (at the level of the individual) affect 
safety (human health) and near-term access to natural resources.  Many of the environmental 
stresses present in the Oracle’s time, and earlier, differed in type and intensity from the stresses 
present today.  We are well adapted and highly motivated to seek and extract natural resources.  We 
are not as well adapted and motivated to deal with environmental impacts, at least not unless they 
directly, immediately, locally, affect our individual safety.  Many cultures explicitly keep human waste 
away from food and water resources, recognizing the human health consequences of not doing so.  
But fundamentally, we are much more motivated to seek resources than to deal with the indirect 
“downstream” impacts of our resource seeking and our human enterprise.  More importantly, we tend 
to decouple immediate and local resource needs from the longer-term, larger-scale, broad community 
needs to manage our environments.  IEM and the IEM community seem to reflect this bias.  Use and 
management of natural resources, something critical to environmental quality, seems generally 
decoupled from the simulation of environmental stresses, the heart of IEM.   
 
 

http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g1000/lawofrvr.html
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3 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS AND SUGGESTIONS   
 
Inspired by the Oracle of Delphi, four human biases have been discussed that affect the way we 
conduct science and that relate to how we assemble, interpret, and use IEM for the improved 
management of natural resources and environments.  The biases described include: (1) our 
“confirmation/constructionist bias”, (2) preferred attention to what is visible, rather than to what is not, 
(3) prioritized attention to immediate rather than future system stresses, and to future rather than past 
system stresses, and (4) our decoupling of natural resource needs from environmental impacts.  
Many other human biases and challenges exist that could not be discussed here (due to space 
limitations and prior discussion and submittal elsewhere). They include inherent tendencies to: (1) 
“manage expectations”, (2) cultivate “human exceptionalism” and decouple ourselves from nature, (3) 
relate to computers and animals as if they were human, (4) simplify intricate food webs and trophic 
cascades by focusing on single or only a few species, (5) react to dramatic or unusual changes rather 
than to changes occurring through “creeping normality”, and (6) seek scientific security by sticking 
within disciplinary scientific communities or  by following dominant leaders (behaviors similar to those 
seen in wolf packs or ungulate herds)3.  These biases reflect some of the ways that we use to simplify 
and adapt to the complexity of Nature.   The discussion below suggests how we might address these 
biases and their related human challenges to IEM. 
 
The “behavioral biogeosciences”: a new area of study.  Our conditioned simplified responses work 
well in some, but not in all, situations.  We are not well adapted to address resource/environment 
issues that differ from those experienced in our human evolutionary past, and/or that have not 
provided frequent, sharply experienced feedbacks at the level of the individual, or of a local 
community.  The behavioral sciences can help us understand the extent to which our biases are the 
result of our evolutionary adaptation to threats and opportunities.  They can also tell us when those 
adaptations may not provide the best solutions to managing our ecosystems (including ourselves), 
perhaps because the temporal and spatial scales of reference, or the dynamics of change, are 
outside of our natural adaptive capabilities.   Recognizing our human biases, and when they may 
interfere, or not, with science-informed management of natural resources and environments is critical.  
So is having an appropriate understanding of the biogeophysical and ecological processes, and their 
relevant time and spatial scales.   IEM can provide tools to help us organize and maximize our 
knowledge of the biogeosciences, while also taking into explicit account our human needs, responses 
and biases.  Study of the “behavioral biogeosciences” needs to become an integral part of IEM.  
 
Adaptive management: an approach for managing complexity and uncertainty.  The success of IEM 
depends on its ability to simulate and understand complex and multiple processes.  It is also strongly 
dependent on being able to reduce that complexity into simple enough descriptions and processes 
that can be understood by a large community, so as to lead to reasonable management and policy 
actions.  Adaptive management offers a potentially useful strategy for the management of our 
environment and its resources.  It offers an iterative approach that depends on modeling and impact 
monitoring of management actions, and consequent revisions when needed (Williams and Brown, 
2012).  Adaptive management, however, is not a panacea suitable to all types of situations (Craig and 
Ruhl, 2013; Norton and Reckhow, 2008).   Ethical reasons, and/or legal reasons, and/or lack of 
follow-through may prevent its application.  Adaptive management may also fail in managing systems 
that have lagged or highly non-linear responses or that have threshold responses from which there 
may be no recovery.    
 
Participatory modeling, structured community interactions, and “red-teaming”.  To be useful, IEM 
assembly and results must be simple enough to be understood and used by a broad community. Like 
the Oracle of Delphi, IEM must help its motivated consultants, experts and members of the public 
alike, explore questions and possible answers in simple, structured ways.  IEM potentially differs from 
the Oracle or Pythia because of the number of experts involved in assembly of its component codes, 
and because of the diversity of people and stakeholder perspectives involved in the interpretation and 
potential application of IEM.  Imagine a multi-headed multi-tranced Pythia speaking in a diversity of 
tongues to a group of consultant parties with potentially adversarial perspectives…  Effective solutions 

3 An upcoming special publication of the Geological Society of London devoted to “Model Fusion” and 
edited by Andrew Riddick, Holger Kessler and Jeremy Giles of the British Geological Survey explores 
these and many other related topics.   
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require that all relevant parties be heard (i.e. not just the ones bearing the richest gifts); and that all 
relevant heads of the Pythia be allowed to answer, but preferably intelligibly, intelligently, and with 
some coherence of thought and expression.  Innate human behaviours, however, may make it difficult 
to determine what parties and/or what heads are most relevant, especially if the systems considered 
are complex and carry significant uncertainty.  Simplification is required, as is the establishment of 
structured, transparent, processes enabling and recording community and expert interactions.  Active 
cognizance of behavioural challenges and biases is essential.  Vigorous testing of IEM assembly, 
use, and applications is needed to compensate for our confirmation and constructionist biases.  “Red-
teaming”, i.e. the establishment of innovative, independent, testing/challenging teams, offers one way 
to seek IEM weaknesses and/or to possibly “destroy” constructed models, components or 
interpretations.  Comparisons of IEM process knowledge and predictions with monitoring data and 
observations from the past, and continuing into the future, are also critically important.  This is 
especially true if we become aware of our behavioural biases in making observations and seeking 
data. 
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